
Working Dinner

Statement of Democratic Values

Following D Day, must all look ahead.

Want to get off to good start by issuing

statement tomorrow. So will discuss at

noon.

Sherpas will work on text tonight.

Hope you will agree to simple, bold text.

Know that some want to add passages on

East/West, Gulf, etc. Prefer to deal

with these separately. Foreign Ministers

will draft and we can discuss at lunch

tomorrow.

/ Terrorism
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Terrorism

Don't want to discuss now. But would

like to discuss either towards end of

afternoon plenary tomorrow or at dinner

tomorrow night. Then agree a press

release.

Concentrate tonight on following.

East/West

Soviets in hibernation. No movement

likely for  some months.

West must keep nerve. Not be rattled

into making concessions.

Stay united and firm.

Readiness  for dialogue - but should be

measured  and controlled (no rush to Moscow)

/ Arms Control
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Arms Control

No concessions in fact of Soviet

intransigence.

Stress readiness to return to negotiations

at any time without pre-conditions.

Deployments must continue.

Underline efforts at Stockholm, Vienna

and Geneva (Chemical Ban).

Gulf

Latest sitrep to follow.

Still expect Iranian offensive.

Believe Iraqis can hold out provided

,  O}'  & lasts.

Concern re attacks on shipping - immediate

problem is to limit these.

/ Little
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Little prospect of successful mediation

in near future.

Oil market relatively calm.

Stock levels high enough to cover any

likely period of disruption.
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